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Notes to Catalogue 130
Here is another of these very popular catalogues of unusual Churchill material. What you will NOT 
find here are the standard first editions, although there is a nice set of THE RIVER WAR.  There are 
some nice leaflets from the 1945 election and a never before seen WW1 speech pamphlet in Portuguese. 
For those of you seeking all editions of books by Churchill, there is a copy Langworth’s limited edition 
of Savrola in Latvian. 

You may remember that Cap Weinberger, Sec Def back in the 80s, was  an avid Churchill fan. I have 
managed to acquire his Churchill library and there are some interesting items, including five of the pam-
phlets from the Crosby Kemper Lecture seris at Westminster College. There are several books inscribed 
to Weinberger.

There are several new autograph items. One is a very early studio portrait of Churchill, signed on the 
mount, which dates from 1904, when Churchill was a young back-bencher.

Page 10 features Churchill medals and silver. With all the economic uncertainity, gold and silver are very 
popular now. But please do not expect to find anything priced below scrap value.

There are a few high end items herein, but the emphasis is low cost items- I count 37 items priced at 
$50.00 or less, and well over half the items are $100.00 or under. Unfortunately, it is not economic to 
offer items at under $5.00 in this illustrated catalogue.

Half-Price Sale
These catalogues normally have a high percentage of sales, but not 100%.  The inside back cover  lists 10 
items from last July’s catalogue that did not sell. All of these are now on sale at half the previous price. 
The price shown is the original price, so deduct 50%.  So this is items 101-110.

TERMS

Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post.  Shipping is extra at cost, although most single books will 
be sent within the US at no charge. Rest assured that our lovely packing department will do a good job. 

Payment can be by check in dollars, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders, 
please provide card number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Credit 
card details can also be sent securely via www.wscbooks.com. Just place an order for any book and send 
the details via the secure server, then just tell me what you really want.

 Your satisfaction is important. Any item 
may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.

Another book collection arrives at our warehouse >
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1 The World Crisis 1911-1918

Churchill, Winston S.. Odhams Press, London, 1949.
Originally published in two thick volumes in 1939, this set
was reset into 4 thinner volumes for this 1949 issue.  Bound
in bright red cloth with gilt titles on black panels.  This 4
volume work is far scarcer than the two volume set. This set
is the deluxe edition with black label on front cover and white
page tops. Books are crisp and unworn, bindings tight, some
faint spots on page edges, gilt very bright. The highlight is
the well preserved original pink dustwrappers. All are
complete, closed tears at the spine tops on vols 2 and 4. The
spines of vols 1 and 3 are sunned but still pink. Very hard to
find these with pink color remaining in the spines. $400.00
2 Great Contemporaries

Churchill, Winston S.. Thornton Butterworth, London,
1940. Revised edition adds four new essays (Parnell,
Baden-Powell, Roosevelt, Fisher) making it bibliographically
important. Bound in coarser darker navy cloth than firsts. 387
pages, photo plate of each of the 25 subjects.  Book has deep
strong colour  to cloth, unusually bright gilt, a small white
spot on spine, one spot on top edges, no names or markings.
Scarce original dustwrapper is unclipped, good colour, has a
long closed tear at top left of front cover, a few other small
cracks and tears, but it's all there.  $600.00

3 Winston Churchill: My Early Life

Carrington, Norman T. . Bath, James Brodies, nd (1960).
From the “Notes on Chosen English Texts” series. For
advanced English students, with detailed explanation of
terms, study guides, and questions for each chapter. 72 pages,
grey card covers, scarce. Crisp unworn copy, some toning
along folded area.  $65.00

4 An Exhibition of Manuscripts and Books in
Honour of his Eightieth Birthday

(Churchill, Winston S.). The Times Bookshop, London,
1954. Bound in cream card covers, 20 pages plus 3 photos on
coated paper. The listings note who loaned the books, and
whether in print. ( most were not, of course) Some foxing on
covers and tanning of paper stock. Uncommon item.   $40.00

5 Winston Churchill said:

. . A 2 page political leaflet published in Australia. It is
undated but appears to be towards the end of WW2, and is
urging voters not to vote for socialists. Front side has a
Churchill quote about individuals vs. statism. The back side
talks about builders and construction, produced  by am
industry group. Not found in Woods or Cohen. This is NOT
Woods A18.  $140.00

6 The Age of Churchill & Eden 1940-1957

Ramsden, John. London, Longman, 1995. This is the 5th
volume in a series “The History of the Conservative party”. A
serious study by an academic well known to ICS members.
350 pages, photos, notes, index. Expensive when published,
scarce now. Fine in dj, inscribed to me by the author. $150.00

7 German student guide to My Early Life

. . Paperback, 88 pages. Consists of excerpts from My Early
Life, followed by 30 pages of notes assisting with translation
of uncommon words and terms. Published By Brandstetter,
Wiesbaden, 1961. Front cover has a mark from an old price
sticker. Very scarce.  $40.00

8 Winston Churchill Versus the Webbs: The
Origins of British Unemployment
InsuranceGilbert, Bentley B.. in American Historical Review April

1966. This is an interesting 17 page article by this professor
from Colorado. It should be required reading for all the trendy
lefties who have been taught that Churchill was an enemy of
the working class. Here we see how he fought to introduce
the first unemployment insurance before WW1. The Webbs
were Sidney and Beatrice Webb, social reformers. This inch
thick quarterly journal is sunned on the spine but tight and
clean. $28.00

9 Election Address

Churchill, Winston S.. Woodford Conservative Assn., 1945.
This 4 page leaflet prints Churchill’s address to the electors in
his local constituency of Woodford, and has a facsimile
signature on page 3. Not in Woods. Folded twice, some
splits on folds, one edge tear, hence offered at low price.
$125.00

10 Never Give In!, The Best of Winston
Churchill’s Speeches

Churchill, Winston S. (edited by his grandson of same name).
Pimlico, London, 2003. Hardcover, 524 pages, useful 18
page index, 21 photos.  A well received book that does what
it promises. ( trivia- I sold the set of Complete Speeches to
the writer which he used to compile this book). This copy
signed by the author, obtained by me at a signing in
Hatchards.  $35.00
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11 Churchill The End of Glory

Charmley, John. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1993. This
revisionist work contends that Churchill should have sued for
peace in 1940, rather than consuming the life wealth of the
Empire. Prof. Charmley came into the “Lion’s Den” and
vigorously defended his case at the 1993 ICS Conference and
continued in FH. Read his book and judge for yourself. 742
pages, index, notes. Fine crisp copy, bought in USA with a
sticker price of $78.95. Laid in is a menu from the 1992
Churchill Conference in England inscribed by Charmley.
$45.00

12 An Open Letter to Winston Churchill

Fadiman, Cifton. The New Yorker, 1940. A 4 page leaflet in
which the famous American journalist urges Churchill to read
a book by British Socialist Harold Laski. Hardly important,
but certainly scarce. VG copy. Not in Zoller.  $40.00

13 With a Bristol Fighter Squadron

Noble, Walter. London, Andrew Melrose, 1902. . This truly
rare title has an introduction by Churchill. This copy worn
with gilt dulled. This is the second copy I have offered in 20
years.  $350.00

14 The Last Lion: Winston Spencer Churchill
Alone 1932-1940 (signed)

Manchester, William. Little Brown, Boston, 1988, 1st
edition. The second volume carries the story through the
Wilderness Years up to Churchill’s time at the Admiralty.
The American edition used thinner paper than the English, so
is 15mm less thick, and does not match vol I in this respect.
756 pages. Book is clean, tight, unworn. Dustwrapper
unclipped, some edge wear. Inscribed on the title page and
dated 19 XI 88. Manchester's health deteriorated shortly after
this, so there are few signed copies of vol. II. $200.00

15 The Prime Minister on India

anon.. London, The India League, (1942). Subtitled An
Examination of Mr. Churchill’s Statement on India in the
House of Commons on the 10th September 1942. 20 page
pamphlet. Published by a group opposed to Churchill’s
position on India at the time. Very scarce.  Attractive copy,
slight tanning towards fold, a tiny piece gone near top of fold.
$120.00

16 Teaching Company Course on Churchill-
VHS tapes

. . The Teaching Company is well known for its college level
audio and video courses. This course consists of 12 lectures,
each about 30 minutes, on 3 VHS tapes. The lecturer is
Professor J. Rufus Fears of The University of Oklahoma. The
course book is included and outlines each lecture and lists
additional reading.   $40.00

17 Colour postcard with WW1 leaders

. . This old card shows 7 of Britain's leaders including
Churchill, so likely 1914-1915. Someone has written the
subject of the card on the back in ink. These old colour cards
are hard to find.  $24.00

18 Wartime French colour postcard with
Churchill cartoon

. . This cartoon card is believed to be 1944 vintage from
France or Belgium. It shows a caricature of Churchill spitting
cigars at boat labeled Germany. Paper is tanned, no writing.
Scarce.  $75.00

19 Scarce, old card from WW1 era

. . This card has a blank back so origin is uncertain. This
came from Canada, so likely a tobacco or trade card from
there, clearly pre-1916 as Churchill is still First Lord. This is
well worn, but the only such card I have seen.  $35.00

20 The Future of a Remarkable Statesman

Andrews, Charles T.. Self, Washington, 1947. This is a 12
page pamphlet with card covers. This revised edition also
includes a 4 page souvenir insert on slick paper. This appears
to be a forerunner of Zoller no. 185  from 1957.  Seriously
scarce, the only other copy I have had in 20 years sold in 1998
from Catalogue 61.  $100.00
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21 Churchill Coalition and the Alternative in
Labour Monthly 1941

Pritt, D.N.. Labour Monthly. London, 1941. The June 1941
issue has a 4 page article by Labour MP D.N. Pritt. Paper
browned, staples rusty.  $25.00

22 Sir Winston Churchill Exhibition of
Paintings

Wayne, Wylma (ed). London, Wylma Wayne Fine Art, 1982.
The highly prized exhibition catalogue from Wylma Wayne
galleries for the special exhibition of Churchill paintings in
1982. A4 size, 69 numbered pages, glossy paper, numerous
illustrations in colour and monochrome, details of owners,
etc. Scarce. Very Good copy, no names or markings. $35.00

23 Mr. Churchill writes to you, 1950 election
leaflet

. . This single sheet was produced by the Conservative Party
for the 1950 General Election. It features a letter signed by
Churchill urging the removal of the incompetent Socialist
Administration. Features the Stoneman portrait of Churchill.
8 x 10 inches. Very bright, has been folded.  $80.00

24 This is Freedom, article in NOW, a 1950
election magazine

Churchill, Winston S.. Conservative Central Office, London,
(1950). This 16 page magazine format election propaganda is
in the format of Picture Post magazine, features some
cartoons in colour and a full page article by Churchill on page
3. Not found in Woods or Cohen. Clean fresh copy, has been
folded once. $50.00

25 Triangular Stainless Churchill Candy Dish

. . This dish is made from stainless steel and features an
image of Churchill in the center. The maker's name Old
Hall, England is stamped on the bottom. Size is 5.5 inches
across, half inch deep. Has some scartches from use.   $24.00

26 Churchill o estadista e o escritor

Paco d'Arcos, Joaquim. Editorio Imperio, Lisbon, 1954, 1st
edition. . Large format softcover, 32 pages in card covers with
flaps. This is the original in Portuguese , later translated into
English in 1957, This copy crisp but has insect nibbles on
covers, contents clean, pages never cut open. Very scarce, the
first I have had in over 20 years. $75.00

27 Københavens Universitets Promotionsfest

anon. Copenhagen, Universitets Rector, 1951. This is the
official report of Churchill’s visit to Denmark in April 1950
where he received an honorary degree and a tumultuous
welcome from the residents.. Much is in Danish, but the text
of Churchill’s speech is in English. 7 x 10 ins, grey card
covers, 30 pp, photos. An important book, but scarce. Woods
Db83/1, Cohen A251 Clean crisp copy in old envelope
sending it to LA bookshop from Copenhagen dealer in early
60's $48.00

28 Mr. Churchill and the Church

Cole, Lloyd. Privately printed, Doncaster, nd (1940). This
scarce pamphlet was published in 1940. It analyses various
statements made by Churchill in light of religious teachings.
There were at least three editions, each of different appearance.
I believe this is the first, 5.5 x 8.5 ins, 32 pp, yellow card
covers with photo of Churchill walking from No. 10. very
scarce.  Fine clean copy, no names. $125.00

29 Churchill, Munitions and Mechanical
Warfare: The Politics of Supply and
StrategyBeiriger, Eugene, Edward. Peter Lang, NY, 1997.

Laminated hardcovers, 188 pages, index. Serious study, hard
to find title.  Crisp unworn copy, some spots on top page
edges. $30.00

30 Journal Politique Numbered edition

Churchill, Winston S.. Amiot-Dupont, Paris, 1948. This is
the French translation of STEP BY STEP. Unknown to
many, the first French edition also included a small limited
edition of 130 numbered copies on special quality paper by
Rives. External appearance is the same as normal first edition,
but the sheets bulk a few mm less due to the thinner whiter
paper. This is copy no. 83. Some wear along edges, pages
never cut open. $250.00
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31 The World Crisis (complete set)

Churchill, Winston S.. London, The Folio Society, 2007. A
superb modern edition of Churchill’s great WWI history,
produced to the standard you would expect from The Folio
Society. The entire work is formed in 5 books, with the usual
division of the 1916-1918 volumes not done. Each volume
has a photo litho’ed on the front cover, photos are added to
the books, and an introduction by Martin Gilbert starts the
set off. A real sewn binding with quality paper. Lovely Grub!
Books are fine crisp never read copies. As often happens, the
slipcase acquired a split whilst coming in the post to me, so
this set offered at a substantial discount. $250.00

32 The People’s Rights

Churchill, Winston S. . Jonathan Cape, London, 1970.
Modern reprint of this scarce title, which is now again long
out of print. Bound in brown cloth with a new introduction
by Cameron Hazelhurst, 191 pages, with both appendices and
the index. Dustwrapper is a facsimile of the original wraps
with the 1910 photo of Churchill on front. Fine fresh copy in
bright unclipped dustwrapper. Signed by Hazlehurst on the
title page. $60.00

33 Liberalism and the Social Problem

Churchill, Winston S.. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1909.
Second edition of the obscure but important title, consisting
of speeches by the young reforming liberal that was pre 1910
Churchill. Really just a reprint as only one minor correction
has been discovered. Bound same as first in smooth burgundy
cloth, gilt titles on spine, author’s signature blocked on cover.
414 pages, no illustrations.  Book is clean and tight, gilt
bright, spine slightly sunned. Page edges even and not
thumbed, edges are off white and some spots, contents clean
and free of spots. Small owner name on pastedown. $300.00

34 With Winston Churchill at the Front

Captain X (A. Gibb). Glasgow, Cowans & Gray, 1924. The
author served with Churchill in 1916 on the western Front.  A
charming little book, keenly sought by WWI collectors. In
illustrated card covers. 112 pages. One of the scarcest titles
about Churchill.  A remarkable bright tight unworn copy,
without doubt the best I have seen $750.00

35 Parliamentary Debates (Hansard) :
References in the Indices to Sir Winston
ChurchillJames, A.B.M.. Wahroonga Australia, 1999. This pair of

oversize softcovers is produced by photographically
reproducing the relevant pages from the index volumes of
Hansard. Produced in small numbers and expensive when
new, a modern rarity now. Fine clean copies, no names,
seems unused. $500.00

36 By Ships Alone: Churchill and the
Dardanelles

Wallin, Jeffrey D.. Carolina Academic Press, Durham, 1981.
A scarce title from an academic press on this critical period in
Churchill’s life. 210 pages, photos, maps, bibliography,
index. Prof. Wallin is now on the Churchill Center academic
panel and spoke at the recent Williamsburg Conference. Fine
clean copy, no names, seems unread. Dustwrapper unclipped,
bright. $120.00

37 References to Sir Winston Churchill  in
the Index to The Times 1898 -1965

James, A.B.M.. Wahroonga Australia, 2000. This oversize
softcover is produced by photographically reproducing the
relevant pages from the index  of The Times. Produced in
small numbers and expensive when new;  a modern rarity
now. Fine clean copies, no names, seems unused. $200.00

38 Seated Figure of Churchill by Tom Clark

(Churchill, Winston S.). . This highly detailed figure is made
by Tom Clark, a modern sculptor who has become highly
collectible. This heavy 18 pound statue is made from crushed
walnut shells. 9 x 11 x 13 inches high. Churchill holds a
scroll which has readable text in tiny type of his speech of 29
May 1940. These always go quickly.   $225.00

39 The Winstonburg Line

Sitwell, Osbert. London, Hendersons, (1919). A 20 page
pamphlet in orange wraps, which publishes 3 highly critical
newspapers articles (verses) on Churchill. Caricature on cover
and title page. The paper covers show wear and creasing along
the right hand edge, foxing on first and last page. $100.00

40 Vanity Fair print of Churchill by SPY

. . This much sought chromolithograph print from Vanity
Fair of over 100 years ago shows an image of a young
Churchill with hands on hips. The artist was “SPY”. Image
size 8.5 x 13.5 inches. This print was framed for many years
and the mount has left residue on the margin surrounding the
print, so offered at a fraction of the usual price. The print
itself is intact. $200.00
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41 An Englishman's Home: Chartwell ( VHS
video)

anon.. Films for the Humanities, Princeton, 1987. This color
film provides a good look at Chartwell. Used, with box.
$10.00

42 The Second World War, 6 volume set

Churchill, Winston S.. Thomas Allen, Toronto, 1948-53,
1st Canadian edition. Far scarcer than American editions, this
set is underrated by collectors. Books are clean tight and
unworn, covers unmarked, owner name on endpaper of first
volume, vols 1 and 2 the page edges are off-white compared
to the other 4 which were printed by the American publisher.
Dustwrappers are correct and Cohen is not helpful regarding
prices on the flaps, all of which are unclipped. The djs are of
good strong colour, especially the red and orange bits which
are not faded. There is some edge wear and vols 1 and 2 have
losses at the tops of their spines.  $300.00

43 A History of the English-Speaking Peoples,
4 vols.

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell., London, 1956-58, 1st
editions. The first English edition of Churchill’s classic four
volume history is much to be preferred over the American
issue.  Bound in smooth dark red cloth with gilt titles, each
volume 6 x 9.5 inches, top edges stained red, lots of maps
and diagrams, but no photos. Books all have clean covers,
though some of the gilt titles are not shiny, as is often the
case. Vol. II has an owner name on endpaper. All have some
light spotting on the page edges and endpapers. The red top
edges are unevenly sunned. The best part is the dustwrappers
which are especially bright on the spines including an unfaded
red rose on vol. II. $500.00
44 In Memoriam: Sir Winston Churchill

members of the UN. New York, United Nations, 1965.
Publishes tributes at the UN from diplomats and world
leaders. 96 pp, 9 x 11 in, laminated boards, portrait on front.
Apparently only sold by the UN directly, so it is now quite
scarce. Corners dented, some wear along joints, contents
clean, no markings. $75.00

45 1941 Admiralty Christmas card   Good
Voyage- Churchill

. . Front of card features a color drawing of  the Battleship
Prince of Wales showing a flag hoist of  Good Voyage.
Churchill. This occurred on the way back from the Atlantic
Charter meeting in 1941 as the warship passed a convoy,
whose ships all answered with a hoist of V ( for Victory).
$48.00

46 Signed studio portrait of Churchill 1904

. . Superb photo of Churchill circa 1904 with printed details
on the mount of J. Russell & Sons, the well known court
photographers. Image size 4.25 x 5.75 ins., mount about 8 x
10 inches. Signed on the mount  in black ink with a strong
clear hand "Winston S. Churchill." Signed studio portraits
from the 1940s are seen regularly, but one this old is a real
prize.  $6000.00

47 The Spode Urn

(Churchill, Winston S.). . One of the most impressive of
Churchill commemorative ceramics. See Hall p. 173. Over a
foot tall, this lidded urn is decorated with a deep claret
background, with gold, white, and deep blue decoration.
Issued in a limited numbered edition of only 125, which
makes it the smallest run of any Churchill ceramic. Last seen
elsewhere in 92 by Churchillbooks at $2500.00, this example
is in fine condition. Best price ever.   $1500.00

48 Ashtray from stone of bombed House of
Commons

. . Using stone from the House of Commons damaged by
Nazi bombs, items were made for sale with a lead medal of
Churchill inset into them. Many of you have seen the book
ends so produced, but there were also ashtrays such as this.
Octagonal. about 5 inches across. Clean and odor-free. See
Hall p. 24.  $325.00

49 The Story of the Malakand Field Force

Churchill, Winston S.. Thos. Nelson & Son, London, 1916.
A cheap edition produced during the first World War. A
small book, 4 x 6.25 inches, bound in medium blue cloth,
with small type, but retaining 6 maps, now all monochrome.
Part of the Nelson Shilling Library of cheap books for the
wartime market. This copy the scarce variant with titles
stamped in black rather than gold. See Cohen p. 25 and
Langworth p. 24.     This is the third such copy I have
encountered. Worn copy, spine darkened. $90.00

50 double deck of 1955 Worshipful Churchill
cards

. . The special decks of cards issued each year by the
Worshipful Company of  Makers  of Playing Cards has
featured Churchill twice- in 1943 and 1955. The 1955 cards
show Churchill with all his decorations with the Commons
in background. Here is a 2 deck set of both red and blue
deck. The cards are very crisp, so little use. Both decks
complete plus 4 jokers and 2 blanks. Supplied in makers
original box.  $120.00
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51 double deck of 1943 Worshipful  Churchill
cards

. . The special decks of cards issued each year by the
Worshipful Company of  Makers  of Playing Cards has
featured Churchill twice- in 1943 and 1955. These 1943 cards
are far scarcer and show Churchill receiving the Freedom of
the City of London in June. Here is a 2 deck set of both red
and blue deck. The cards have been lightly used but are bright
and crisp,  complete decks plus two jokers. Housed in what
appears to be a generic box.  $80.00

52 Churchill on the cover of TIME May 11,
1925

. . Here is the second appearance of Churchill on the cover of
TIME, 11 May, 1925. Without question, these two 1920’s
TIME covers are the most valuable of any Churchill cover.
Clean front cover, no rust at staples, small tape reinforcement
at each end of spine. $250.00

53 1943 Churchill Calendar

. . The calendar consists of a heavy card mounted 7 x 11 inch
photo of "Our Skipper" with a small calendar pad suspended
beneath. The calendar has not been used with January still in
place. Made by Photochrom. Nice original wartime item.
$75.00

54 The Enemy Recoiling on Every Battlefield,
Churchill's speech of 2 Aug., 1944

Churchill, Winston S.. W.& G. Baird, Belfast, nd (1944?).
Bound in very dark red card covers, titled in black, size 7.5 x
10 ins, 24 pages. Full text of Churchill's 95 minute report on
the war situation, with much good news at this point. Very
scarce, not in Woods or Cohen, would be Cohen A195.  This
is an especially bright crisp copy. $300.00

55 Heavy brass Churchill door knocker

. . This solid cast brass door knocker is about 8 inches high
and has a swinging Churchill head that bangs against a brass
backplate. It comes mounted on a piece of wood, but could
be removed for installation on your door. This is heavy -
weight is 2.75 lbs.   $120.00

56 Great Speeches of the 20th Century- We
Shall Fight on the Beaches

Churchill, Winston S.. The Guardian, London, 2007. This
pamphlet of 18 pages in card covers publishes Churchill's
famous speech of June 4, 1940. The cover states that this is
no. 1 in a series of 14.  VG copy, no names or markings.
$20.00

57 Victory

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell, London, 1946, 1st edition..
Hardcover in blue cloth. Signed by Churchill on the title page
in black ink. Book shows some wear on the top of the spine
and has a few spots on the page edges.   $4000.00

58 Typed letter to Sir John Smyth signed by
Churchill.

. . Letter dated 24 Dec., 1958 to Brigadier Smyth, head of the
Victoria Cross Assn., declining an offer to be the president of
the group, as Churchill was not a VC recipient. Letter is
presently in a plain black old frame  with a newspaper cutting
about this letter and Churchill's later decision to accept the
offer.   $1200.00

59 The River War (An Historical Account of
the Reconquest of the Sudan)

Churchill, Winston S.. Longman’s Green & Co., London ,
1899. First edition 1st impression, published 1899  in 2
volumes. The best edition with coloured maps and
illustrations not present in the abridged text versions issued
later. xxiii+462, xiv+ 499 pages, total of 57 illustrations,
many especially drawn by Angus McNeill of the Seaforth
Highlanders, 34 maps and plans many coloured and folding.
Original cloth binding with good strong gilt decorations.
Vol. II has a faint circular mark as shown in photo. Original
black endpapers present with some cracking and pulling away
from adjacent page. BIndings firm, edges off-white. Contents
have scattered foxing throughout.  $4500.00
60 Winston Churchill Honorary Citizen of

the USA
. Worcester Ma, Ochille St. Onge, 1963. A miniature book
in full red leather gilt stamped on cover. About 1.5 x 2.5
inches. 32 pages, includes JFK’s speech at presentation and
Churchill’s response, which was read out by his son
Randolph. Woods Db117/2C, Cohen B177.   $75.00
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61 The Origins of the "Iron Curtain" Speech

Gilbert, Martin. Westminster College, Fulton, 1981. The
First Crosby Kemper Lecture ,April 26, 1981 at the Winston
Churchill Memorial at Westminster College. Softcover
pamphlet, 18 pages, several photos. Fine crisp copy.  $25.00

62 Churchill and Europe in 1944

Deakin, Sir William. Westminster College, Fulton, 1984.
The Third Crosby Kemper Lecture , March 18, 1984 at the
Winston Churchill Memorial at Westminster College.
Softcover pamphlet, 24 pages, several photos. Fine crisp copy.
$25.00

63 Churchill, The Man

Rhodes James, Robert. Westminster College, Fulton, 1986.
The Fifth Crosby Kemper Lecture , April 27, 1986 at the
Winston Churchill Memorial at Westminster College.
Softcover pamphlet, 10 pages, several photos. Fine crisp copy.
$25.00

64 From Heaven to Earth: Churchill Returns

Leichtman, Robert R.. Ariel Press, Columbus, 1981. Card
covers with Churchill image on front, 96 pages. An
uncommon title, unfortunately not a good source of facts.
Fine crisp copy. $10.00

65 The Man who Captured Churchill:
General S.F. Oosthuizen

Heath, Isak. Izak Heath, South Africa, 2000. Softcover
pamphlet of 48 pages. A biography of this Boer General,
written by a descendant. Very scarce, not in Zoller.Fine clean
copy.  $75.00

66 Sixty Minutes with Winston Churchill (
Weinberger's copy)

Thompson, W.H. . London, Christopher Johnson, 1953 (
several reprints). A slim little volume of anecdotes by
Churchill’s bodyguard. Only 92 pages, bound in pale green
paper covered boards with cartoon drawing of Churchill on
cover. Gift inscription to Casper Weinberger from Bart Watt,
noted Canadian Churchill collector. Inscription reads "For
Cap, a fellow admirer with admiration and respect, Bart." It
is unusual to find a copy of this book that is not signed by
Thompson.  VG, tanned on spine. $10.00

67 The Duel, proof copy

Lukacs, John. NY, Ticknor & Fields, 1990. Subtitled: 10
May-31 July 1940, The Eighty Day Struggle between
Churchill and Hitler. This historian examines the
personalities of this period in detail. index not present in this
uncorrected proof, bound in blue card covers. Includes note
from publisher and request for review. From Cap
Weinebrger's library.  $25.00

68 We Shall not Fail: The Inspiring
Leadership of Winston Churchill

Sandys, Celia. Portfolio, 2003. Hardcover book, 283 pages.
A motivational book by Churchill’s granddaughter.  This copy
from Cap Weinberger's library includes marketing materials
from the publisher, so likely a review copy. $15.00

69 SAPNIS , The Dream translated into
Latvian

Cercils. Vinstons S. (Winston S. Churchill). Intl. Churchill
Society, 1995. As part of a visit to the President of Latvia by
Richard Langworth in 1995, he produced a Latvian
translation of THE DREAM, in a limited edition of 25
copies, bound in red goatskin with marbled endpapers.  This
is copy 20/25 inscribed by Langworth to Cap Weinberger.
This is the only copy I have ever offered. $300.00

70 The Orders, Decorations and Medals of Sir
Winston Churchill

Russell, Douglas S.. International Churchill Societies (ICS),
1990, 1st edition. The definitive guide to Churchill’s gongs,
all described and illustrated. 104 pages, card covers. All 4
sides of the covers are printed in colour on coated stock This
copy inscribed to Casper Weinberger by the author. Clean, but
has a small nibble along the edge. $30.00
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71 Are We Beasts?

Harmon, Christopher C.. Newport RI, US Naval War
College, 1991. Subtitled: Churchill and the Moral Question
of World War II "Area Bombing". This 34 page pamphlet
looks at this vexed question from an historical viewpoint.
Clean crisp copy from Cap Weinberger's library. $35.00

72 The Churchill Picture Medals- Gold,
Silver, Bronze

. . These appear to be a thick 75 mm diameter medal of
Churchill, but it is hollow and contains a set of 13 round
mezzotint portraits of significant events from Churchill's life.
Each comes in a fitted case with a pair of tweezers for
handling the pictures. See Hall page 100.These were offered
in Bronze, sterling silver and gold on silver. It has taken 10
years to assemble this set of all 3 materials. The price is for
all 3, please ask if you need only one of them. The picture
shows the bronze.  $475.00

73 How We Escaped from Pretoria in
Blackwood's Magazine Aug.-Sep. 1900

Haldane, Capt. Aylmer. Blackwood & Sons, London, 1900.
This is the initial publication of the book about escaping
from the Boer prison camp with young Lt. Churchill. A total
of 65 pages in two issues of this literary magazine. Both
issues in original covers with ads, some wear as expected.
$40.00

74 Churchill on 1945 Election leaflet

(Churchill, Winston S.). . This leaflet is 5.25 x 8.5 inches,
the headline is Country Before Party, and urges votes to
support the National Government and Vote Conservative.
Printed in red and black. Clean, unmarked. Original materials
from the 1945 election are always in demand.  $75.00

75 Poy’s Churchill

“Fieldfare” (Percy Fearon). London, Argus Press, 1954. A
charming collection of Churchill cartoons ranging over the
years 1912-1941 by the famed cartoonist Poy ( Percy Hutton
Fearon 1874-1948) with explanatory notes by his son in this
67 page book. This edition in plain yellow card covers was a
preliminary issue according to Poy’s grandson. It carries a
price of 5s. instead of 2/6 on the normal edition. Very scarce
Clean attractive copy, some slight creasing of the overhanging
covers, some tanning towards fold side. $75.00

76 I Support...

Churchill, Winston S. . London, Conservative Central Office,
(1956). A single page flyer publishing a letter in which
Churchill supports Eden's position on Suez. Woods A139,
Cohen A268. Paper browned, crease on lower left, small chip
in right edge. $50.00

77 The Valiant Years

Le Vien, Jack and John Lord. Harrap, London, 1962. This
British first edition is preferred over the smaller US and
BOMC issues. 9 x 11 inches, text in two columns, 216
pages, some photos. More an inspirational history of WW2
with a strong Churchill tie, based on the TV series of the
same name. Uncommon and worthwhile. Book is crisp and
unworn with bright gilt, even page edges no names.
Dustwrapper is especially nice as the orange panels on the
spine are unfaded, a few small edge cracks. $20.00

78 Marlborough: His Life and Times

Churchill, Winston S. . Harrap, London, 1955. The two
volume edition was first published in 1947. It is unabridged
and contains the full text of the original 4 volume work.
Completely reset in smaller type on thinner paper, the books
are 1052 and 1080 pages. All the maps and plans are retained,
but the plates are not. The binding is attractive and similar to
the first edition with the arms gilt on the covers and bold gilt
titles on the spine. Top edges stained burgundy in a shade
close to the cloth. A premium set. Books are crisp and clean,
covers unmarked, gilt very bright, no spotting, top edges
pink, no names. Dustwrappers are unclipped, tanned on
spines, minor wear at spine ends. $225.00
79 The World Crisis by Winston Churchill A

Criticism
Col. The Lord Sydenham of Combe, et al.. London,
Hutchinson, nd (1928). This book was written to refute
Churchill’s claims in The World Crisis 1916-1918, mostly
about the Dardanelles and war losses. An attractive and
important book. Bound in blue cloth with gilt titles on spine,
6 x 9 inches, index, maps and charts some folding.  Clean
tight copy, gilt very bright, protected by original dustwrapper,
worn with losses at spine ends. $150.00

80 A Direccao das Operacoes de Guerra No
Mar

Churchill, Winston S., et al. Thomas Nelson, Paris, (1915).
Pamphlet in blue paper covers, 24 pages, stringbound.
Publishes Churchill's speech of 15 Feb 1915, plus Asquith's
speech of 1 March, and some comments on the 16th or 18th
March. Text in Portuguese. Not in Woods or Cohen. Some
wear and foxing. The only copy I have seen of this.  $200.00
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81 Blood Sweat and Tears

Churchill, Winston S.. Putnam’s, NY, 1941, BOMC issue.
The BOMC issue is bound in brick red cloth. Many dealers
incorrectly list these as first editions.  Book is a fine crisp
copy with white page edges and bright gilt stamping. Laid in
is original BOMC leaflet. Dustwrapper has remarkably bright
spine, a few small cracks but no chips or losses. Premium
collector condition. $35.00

82 Collection of Commemorative covers

. . Here is a group of 12 covers, all with special cancels and
cachets, for a number of anniversaries of Churchill events. Six
are from UK, 5 from US, and one from Peshawar in Pakistan.
All from Cap Weinbergers collection, some addressed to him,
others unaddressed.  $30.00

83 Painting as a Pastime, Royal Oak
Foundation

Popham, Hugh. National Academy of Design, NY, 1983. A
large 8 page leaflet reprinted from the Exxon Corp journal,
describing the paintings at an exhibition at The Smithsonian
in 1983. Also included is a single page listing of the
paintings.  $40.00

84 This Country Needs a New Parliament

Churchill, Winston S. . Conservative Central Office, London,
(1948). Pamphlet, 12 pages plus paper covers, publishes
Churchill’s speech of 21st April, 1948 to the conference of the
Central Women’s Advisory Committee. Woods A121, Cohen
A236.  Clean covers, no foxing, some underlining on p. 7.
$175.00

85 Memories of Churchill and how he would
have seen the world today.

Amery, Lord. Westminster College, Fulton, 1994. The
Twelfth Crosby Kemper Lecture ,March 27, 1994, at the
Winston Churchill Memorial at Westminster College.
Softcover pamphlet, 12 pages, one photo. Fine crisp copy.
$10.00

86 Advance sales leaflet for Second World War

. . This 4 page leaflet from Cassell announces the publication
of Volume I, The Gathering Storm and includes an order
form for this volume. I note that the set was initially intended
to be five volumes.   $12.00

87 Winston Churchill, Catalogue of Stamps of
the World

Bredin, William A.. Phantom Press, 2000. The most
comprehensive catalogue of Churchill stamps, and
unfortunately seriously scarce. Appears to be printed on A4 by
a laser printer with a glued binding and clear plastic covers.
356 pages, illustrated in b/w. Fine unmarked copy.  $300.00

88 Our Land and Our Food

Churchill, Winston S. . S.H. Benson, London, 1945. The 4
page pamphlet publishes Mr. Churchill's Declaration on this
subject. This was an election leaflet for the 1945 General
Election, printed in green and black on newsprint. Woods
A103a, Cohen A204. The last one of these I had sold for
$350.00 in 1993. Unworn, but has a rusty staple stain.
$250.00

89 Color portrait of Churchill as Elder Brother
of Trinity House on greeting card

. . Greeting card style item has pics of Bladon grave and
Blenheim Palace inside, verses on back cover, copyright 1965.
$12.00

90 Tributes to Churchill at Centenary Dinner
at the British Embassy

. .  This typescript document on legal size paper is 26 pages.
The type is very crisp so likely printed rather than duplicated.
Records the words of the Ambassador, The Speaker of the
House, Christopher Soames, Fitzroy MacLean, James
Billington, and Henry Kissinger ( Sec. State at the time).
This event took place on 7 December, 1974.   $20.00
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91 The Churchill Medals- Gold on Silver

(Churchill, Winston S.). John Pinches, 1970. A set of 4 large
medals, solid silver plated with 24 ct gold. Emitted in 1970
by John Pinches Ltd. Medals designed by David Cornell. A
total of 854 sets issued in various metals, this being no. 68,
and stamped on edges. Each medal 44 mm dia., weighs 42
gms. See Engstrom 88-91. In fitted lined case.   $175.00

92 Churchill Memorial silver medal 1965

. . This medal designed by Leslie Pinches, produced by John
Pinches. Diameter 51 mm, weight 68 grams, of .958 silver,
which is purer than Sterling, comes in dark red fitted case.
Engstrom 39G.   $80.00

93 Set of 4 Churchill Centenary medals gold
on silver

. . This set of medals was issued by Toye, Kenning &
Spencer in 1974. There were 750 sets done in 22 ct gold on
Sterling silver, this set being no. 330., the medals are 45mm
diameter, total weight about 135 gm. Supplied in a fitted blue
case with certificate.  $160.00

94 Medallic Art Co. high relief  pure silver
medal

. . This medal designed by Menconi, issued by Medallic Art
Co. It is 63 mm diameter, weight 163 grams, made from
.999 pure silver. No. 1170 stamped on edge.  Engstrom 31A.
$160.00

95 Large Spink silver Memorial Medal 1965

(Churchill, Winston S.). Spink & Co., London, 1965. . This
has to be one of the top 5 medal designs. The obverse features
a Frank Kovacs portrait of Churchill derived from Karsh with
books and paintbrushes behind. The reverse is based on the
famous David Low cartoon "very well, ALONE". The medal
is hallmarked sterling silver, 56 mm diameter, weighing 81
grams. Comes in a fitted case. Some tarnish to the silver.
Engstrom 30.   $95.00

96 The Churchill Medals- sterling silver (set of
4)

(Churchill, Winston S.). . A set of 4 large medals, solid
sterling silver.  Emitted in 1970 by John Pinches Ltd.
Medals designed by David Cornell. A total of 854 sets issued
in various metals, this being no. 66, and stamped on edges.
Each medal 44 mm dia., weighs 42 gms. See Engstrom
88-91. In fitted lined case, with certificate.  $200.00

97 Churchill Centenary Trust silver dish

. . This 8 inch  silver dish features a relief portrait heavily
plated in 24 carat gold. It was produced in 1974 by  Pinches
Mint Ltd. on behalf of the Churchill Centenary Trust. This
is no. 143  This item can be seen in Hall p. 142.  Priced at
$1250.00 15 years ago in Carmichael Catalog.   $240.00

98 Silver Churchill dish by Garrard

. . This Sterling silver dish was produced by Garrard & Co.,
the Crown jewelers. It is 4.5 inches diameter and about 1 inch
deep. Fully hallmarked and with Garrard stampings. Weight
about 190 grams.   $250.00

99 Churchill Centenary silver medals from
Pobjoy Mint

(Churchill, Winston S.). Pobjoy Mint, Surrey, 1974. This set
of medals consists of 5 circular medals, a 7 sided medal
similar to a 50p piece, and a rectangular ingot . The medals
are hallmarked on the edges and are of Sterling silver. Total
weight is about 2 troy ounces. Medals are presented in a clear
plastic display case, all bright and untarnished. Certificate is
included. $100.00

100 Heavy Bronze medal D-Day 1944

. International Numismatics, NY, 1969. This medal was
designed by Oscar Nemon and emitted in 1969, the 25th
Anniversary of D-day. Diameter is 64 mm, weighs about 125
gm. The high relief reverse is similar to E39, but not the
same. This is Engstrom 87. Medal has some verdi gris, but
no wear or damage.   $75.00
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101 Foreign Policy

various. London, Liberal Publications, 1912. A series of
extracts from Ministerial Speeches and Declarations on
Foreign Affairs. Includes 2 full pages of Churchill’s speech at
Sheffield on October 30, 1912, speaking on the situation in
Europe. 5 x 8 inches, 24 pages. Woods Db30, Cohen D24
Clean copy, from bound volume. A copy of this was bid to
£537.00 ($1032.00) at Sothebys in 2002. $250.00

102 Speeches by Winston Churchill and Lord
Moran

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Royal College of Physicians,
1944. Publishes Churchill’s speech to the Royal College of
Physicians on March 2, 1944 and the introductory remarks by
Lord Moran. 8 pages plus grey card covers, 5.5 x 8.5 inches.
Woods DB61/2b, Cohen D102. Unworn, some slight
tanning. $120.00

103 Broadcast Addresses...by the Prime
Minister... Mr. Winston Churchill

Churchill, Winston. Ransohoffs, San Francisco, 1941.  This
lavish production was printed and bound by the Grabhorn
Press on heavy handmade paper in 3 colours on large 10.5 x
15.5 inch pages. Six of Churchill’s speeches from 1940-41 are
published herein. The colophon at rear states that a total of
250 copies were printed. See Langworth p. 244. This
hardbound book by Churchill is missing from nearly all
collections. Cohen A157.  Book shows little wear, a slightly
toned are along top inch of front cover, no names, contents
clean, the spine label is sunned, but gilt is bright. $500.00

104 3 Churchill speeches in British Speeches of
the Day May 1945

Churchill, Winston S. et al. . This is a monthly publication
by the British Information Services in New York. This issue
includes Churchill's speech on 17 April, 1945 on the death of
FDR, on 28 March on the death of Lloyd George, and on 21
March, a brief statement on food stock.  Paper well browned,
a few small edge cracks. $30.00

105 A Bibliography of the Works of Sir
Winston Churchill, Interleaved edition

Woods, Frederick. St. Pauls Bibliographies, London, 1979.
This is the 2nd revised edition of Woods Bibliography. The
interleaved edition has a blank page bound in between each
printed page, making the book twice as thick as normal. The
blank leaves are intended for collectors to make notes. It sold
for 168 shillings when new and is both useful and scarce
Clean tight unused copy, some slight toning to spine of
dustjacket. The last one of these I had 6 years ago sold for
205.00 on ebay. $200.00

106 The Prince Consort’s Library Aldershot
1860-1960

anon. Foreword by Winston S. Churchill. . Published 1960. .
A 40 page pamphlet about the Centenary of the British
Army's main historical library at Aldershot. Includes a
foreword by Churchill. Cream card covers printed in maroon,
illustrated with photos. Woods B62, Cohen B170.  A fine
fresh copy, housed along with two supplementary books
issued at the same time, all housed in a custom flapcase
within a slipcase with leather label on spine. $150.00

107 Hallmark Cards portfolio of Churchill
paintings

. . This large portfolio features Churchill’s comment about
painting when he gets to heaven on the front. Inside are 9
prints of paintings by Churchill including Orchids,
Bottlescape, Mimizan, Palladian Bridge, Cork Trees Near
Minizan, Tapestries at Blenheim, Avignon, Venice,
Marrakech. Size 21 x 26. Produced in a limited edition for a
charitable fund.  Fine condition, original cardboard mailer.
$1000.00

108 Churchill scrapbook in leather spined box

. . Consists of a Coronation Scrap Album, 9.5 x 12 ins., 56
pages, well filled with 5 blank pages remaining. Contents
includes editorials, newspaper photos, a color portrait from
1925 by Bacon of London, a picture of the First Lord from
1913 on horseback with Mrs C., some clipping from old
book catalogues, and a clipped signature. The scrapbook is
stored in a custom stamped blue flap case with a black leather
spine.  $400.00

109 The Sinews of Peace

Churchill, Winston S.. New York, Halcyon Commonwealth
Federation, 1965. Churchill's famous Iron Curtain speech,
published separately for the first time in 1965 with a preface
by Harry Truman. This is perhaps Churchill’s most important
speech. It must be the only time that the President of the
USA traveled halfway across the country specifically to
introduce a foreign speaker. Halcyon Booklets V. 24 pp plus
card wraps, which are printed red on white. Not noted by
Woods. Cohen A225.2 A fine crisp copy. $120.00

110 Royal Doulton Bulldog in Union Flag

. . .This 1940s vintage ceramic is mounted on a wood plinth,
with a hole provided to view the maker's mark on the base.
The red stripes in the flag are a bit sunned, adding to the
vintage appearance. The figure is 6.5 inches high, 8.5 ins.
long, 5 ins. wide. This is the largest of the 3 sizes produced.
$400.00
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e Mid-Century Convocation, Churchill at M.I.T. in 1949

is major event at MIT was held to discuss the theme “e Social Implications of Scientific Progress.” 
e two keynote speakers were President Truman and former Prime Minister Churchill, who spoke to a 
sellout crowd at the Boston Garden, as MIT had no facilities to accomodate so large an audience. Here is 
an extensive collection of material on this event:m

e General Program, including two pages of changes
Biographical Notes on the Speakers
Two admission tickets, for the Truman & Churchill speeches
A two-colour map of the MIT campus showing location of events
Technology Review, e MIT Journal, May 1949, includes report on Churchill speech
Large glossy pictorial brochure on the convocation w 21 in. centrespread of Churchill
Special issue of e Tech, MIT newspaper, on the Convocation
Hardcover book produced to publish all the discussions of the event.

It has taken many years to assemble this collection. Cat. no. 111. $500.00




